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Memory isolation is a critical property for system reliabil-
ity, security, and safety. We demonstrate RowPress, a DRAM
read disturbance phenomenon different from the well-known
RowHammer. RowPress induces bitflips by keeping a DRAM
row open for a long period of time instead of repeatedly opening
and closing the row. We experimentally characterize RowPress
bitflips, showing their widespread existence in commodity off-
the-shelf DDR4 DRAM chips. We demonstrate RowPress bit-
flips in a real system that already has RowHammer protection,
and propose effective mitigation techniques that protect DRAM
against both RowHammer and RowPress.

1. Motivation
To ensure system robustness (i.e., reliability, security, and

safety), it is critical to maintain memory isolation: accessing
a memory address should not cause unintended side-effects
on data stored in other addresses. Unfortunately, with ag-
gressive technology node scaling, dynamic random access
memory (DRAM), the prevalent main memory technology,
suffers from increased read disturbance: accessing (reading)
a DRAM cell disturbs the operational characteristics (e.g.,
stored charge) of other physically close DRAM cells.

RowHammer [1] is an example read-disturb phenomenon
where repeatedly opening and closing (i.e., hammering) a
DRAM row (called aggressor row) many times (e.g., tens of
thousands times) can cause bitflips in physically nearby rows
(called victim rows). RowHammer is a critical security vulner-
ability as attackers can induce and exploit the bitflips to take
over a system or leak private or security-critical data [2]. To
ensure robust operation in modern and future DRAM-based
systems, it is critical to develop a rigorous understanding of
read disturbance effects like RowHammer.

2. RowPress
Our ISCA 2023 paper [3] experimentally demonstrates an-

other widespread read-disturb phenomenon different from
RowHammer, RowPress, in real commodity off-the-shelf
DDR4 DRAM chips. We show that keeping a DRAM row
(i.e., aggressor row) open for a long period of time (i.e., hav-
ing a long aggressor row on time, tAggON) disturbs physically
nearby DRAM rows. Doing so induces bitflips in the victim
row without requiring (tens of) thousands of activations to
the aggressor row like RowHammer. To illustrate this, Fig-
ure 1 shows the distribution of the minimum number of total
aggressor row activations to cause at least one bitflip (ACmin)
of RowHammer and RowPress. Each box-and-whiskers rep-
resents the ACmin distribution (y-axis) when the aggressor
DRAM row is open for tAggON (x-axis) we measure in 164
commodity off-the-shelf DRAM chips from all three major

DRAM manufacturers (i.e., Mfr. S, H, and M, corresponding
to Samsung, SK Hynix, Micron; see Table 1). The box repre-
sents the the first (lower edge) and third (upper edge) quartile
of the measured ACmin values, and the whiskers show the
minimum and maximum values. The DRAM temperature is
set to 80 ◦C (still within the “Normal Operating Temperature
Range” as defined by the JEDEC DDR4 standard [4]).
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Fig. 1: ACmin distributions of conventional RowHammer
(RH) and three representative cases of RowPress (RP) at 80◦C
across 164 DDR4 chips from manufacturers S, H, and M.

The two leftmost boxes in each plot show the distribution
of the minimum number of total aggressor row activations to
cause at least one bitflip (ACmin) for the conventional single-
sided (orange) and double-sided (blue) RowHammer patterns,
where the aggressor row is open for the minimum amount
of time (tAggON = tRAS = 36 ns) allowed by the DRAM spec-
ification [4], as done in conventional RowHammer attacks.
We observe that as tAggON increases, compared to the most
effective RowHammer pattern, the most effective RowPress
pattern reduces ACmin 1) by 17.6× on average (up to 40.7×)
when tAggON is as large as the refresh interval (7.8 µs), 2) by
159.4× on average (up to 363.8×) when tAggON is 70.2 µs,
the maximum allowed tAggON according to the current JEDEC
standard [4], and 3) in extreme cases, down to only one acti-
vation (e.g., when tAggON = 30 ms, highlighted by red boxes).

To our knowledge, our ISCA 2023 paper is the first work
to experimentally demonstrate the RowPress phenomenon
and its widespread existence in real commodity off-the-shelf
DDR4 DRAM chips from all three major DRAM manufac-
turers. In this article, we 1) provide an extensive and rigor-
ous real-device characterization of RowPress, demonstrating
its unique characteristics that are different from RowHam-
mer, 2) as a proof of concept, develop a user-level program
that leverages RowPress to induce bitflips on a real system
with DRAM that already has RowHammer protection, and
3) propose and evaluate a systematic methodology to adapt
existing RowHammer mitigation techniques to also mitigate
RowPress. Our results suggest that DRAM-based systems
need to take RowPress into account to maintain the funda-
mental security/safety/reliability property of memory isola-
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tion and achieve robust operation. Based on our findings,
we discuss and evaluate the implications of RowPress on
existing read-disturb mitigation mechanisms that consider
only RowHammer. To enable 1) reproduction and replica-
tion of our results, and 2) further research on RowPress, we
open-source all our infrastructure, test programs, and data
at https://github.com/CMU-SAFARI/RowPress. Extended
results of our work and detailed analyses can be found in the
arXiv version of our paper [5].
3. Real DRAM Chip Characterization
3.1. Characterization Methodology
Infrastructure. We characterize commodity DDR4 DRAM
chips using an FPGA-based DRAM testing infrastructure
based on DRAM Bender [6] that enables us fine-grained con-
trol of the DRAM commands, timings, and temperature of
the DRAM chips. Figure 2 shows the four main components
of our infrastructure: 1) a host machine that generates the
characterization program and collects experiment results,
2) an FPGA development board that the memory module
with the DRAM chips under characterization are connected
to, programmed with DRAM Bender [6] that executes the
characterization programs, 3) a thermocouple temperature
sensor and a pair of heater pads pressed against the DRAM
chips, and 4) a PID temperature controller that controls the
heaters and maintains the temperature at the desired level.

Fig. 2: Our DDR4 DRAM testing infrastructure.

DRAM Chips Characterized. We characterize 164 real
DDR4 DRAM chips from 21 commodity off-the-shelf DRAM
modules (shown in Table 1). To demonstrate that RowPress
is intrinsic to the DRAM technology and is a widespread phe-
nomenon across manufacturers, we test a variety of DRAM
chips spanning different die densities and die revisions from
all three major DRAM chip manufacturers (Mfr. S, H, and M).
Key Metric. We quantify DRAM’s vulnerability to read dis-
turbance by measuring the minimum number of total aggres-
sor row activations to cause at least one bitflip (ACmin). A
lower ACmin value means the DRAM is more vulnerable to
read disturbance because fewer aggressor row activations are
needed to induce bitflips. For every DRAM module, we char-
acterize ACmin for 3072 DRAM rows (the first, the middle,
and the last 1024 rows in bank 1) and report the minimum
ACmin value across five repetitions. To avoid bitflips due to
retention failures, we bound the duration of the ACmin char-
acterization routine strictly within the 64 ms refresh window
of the JEDEC DDR4 standard [4].

Table 1: Tested DDR4 DRAM Chips.

Mfr. #DIMMs #Chips Density Die Rev. Org. Date

Mfr. S
(Samsung)

2 8 8Gb B x8 20-53
1 8 8Gb C x8 N/A
3 8 8Gb D x8 21-10
2 8 4Gb F x8 N/A

Mfr. H
(SK Hynix)

1 8 4Gb A x8 19-46
1 8 4Gb X x8 N/A
2 8 16Gb A x8 20-51
2 8 16Gb C x8 21-36

Mfr. M
(Micron)

1 16 8Gb B x4 N/A
2 4 16Gb B x16 21-26
1 16 16Gb E x4 20-14
2 4 16Gb E x16 20-46
1 4 16Gb F x16 21-50

3.2. Key Characterization Results
First, we characterize how RowPress amplifies DRAM’s

vulnerability to read disturbance by analyzing how ACmin

changes as the aggressor row on time, tAggON, increases. We
use a single-sided RowPress access pattern involving only
one aggressor row, a fixed checkerboard data pattern (i.e.,
the aggressor row is initialized with 0xAA, and the victim
rows are initialized with 0x55), and keep the DRAM tem-
perature at 50 ◦C (more access patterns, data patterns, and
temperatures are examined in our ISCA 2023 paper [3] and
its extended version [5]). Figure 3 shows the ACmin distri-
bution (y-axis) of different die revisions for all three major
DRAMmanufacturers as we sweep tAggON (x-axis) from 36 ns
to 30 ms in log-log scale. Note that when tAggON is 36 ns (i.e.,
the left-most data points), the access pattern we character-
ize is identical to a conventional single-sided RowHammer
pattern. For each manufacturer (i.e., each plot), we group
the data based on the die revision (different colors) and then
aggregate the ACmin values from all the rows we test. Each
data point shows the mean ACmin value and the error band
shows the minimum and maximum of ACmin values across
all tested rows. We highlight the tAggON values of 7.8 µs (tREFI)
and 70.2 µs (9×tREFI) on the x-axis, as they are the two poten-
tial upper bounds of tAggON, as dictated by the JEDEC DDR4
standard [4]. We mark ACmin = 1 (100) on the y-axis with
dashed red lines.
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Fig. 3: How ACmin changes as tAggON increases.

We observe that across DRAM chips from all three manu-
facturers, 1) ACmin reduces by 21× (190×) on average when
tAggON increases from 36 ns to 7.8 µs (70.2 µs), and 2) under
extreme conditions (i.e., when tAggON = 30 ms), only a single
aggressor row activation is enough to cause bitflips. Our
results also show that DRAM chips with presumably more
advanced technology nodes are more vulnerable to RowPress.
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Takeaway 1. RowPress is a common read-disturb phe-
nomenon in DRAM chips that exacerbates DRAM’s vulnera-
bility to read disturbance.

Second, we compare RowPress bitflips induced with
ACmin (tAggON > 36 ns) to 1) RowHammer bitflips that are
also induced at ACmin (tAggON = 36 ns), and 2) retention
failure bitflips induced with an accelerated retention failure
profiling methodology (i.e., we set the DRAM temperature
to 80 ◦C, initialize the DRAM rows with the checkerboard
data pattern, and disable auto-refresh for four seconds). Our
results show that 1) an overwhelming majority of RowPress
bitflips are different from those caused by RowHammer and
retention failures, and 2) RowPress and RowHammer bitflips
have opposite directions. For example, 1) for tAggON ≥ 7.8 µs,
on average, only less than 0.013% of DRAM cells vulnerable
to RowPress overlap with those vulnerable to RowHammer,
and less than 0.34% overlap with retention failures, and 2)
the majority of RowHammer bitflips in the DRAM chips we
characterize are from logical “0” to logical “1” while the ma-
jority of RowPress bitflips are from logical “1” to logical “0”
(note that logical bit values do not always correspond to phys-
ical charge levels stored in the DRAM cell [7]). These results
suggest that different failure mechanisms lead to RowPress
and RowHammer bitflips.
Takeaway 2. RowPress has a different failure mechanism
from RowHammer and data retention failures in DRAM.
There is almost no overlap between RowPress, RowHam-
mer, and data retention bitflips, and the directionality of
RowHammer and RowPress bitflips show opposite trends.

Third, we study the sensitivity of RowPress bitflips with
respect to the change in temperature and access pattern. We
observe that at a higher temperature of 80 ◦C, RowPress
reduces ACmin even more compared to 50 ◦C. For example,
when tAggON is 7.8 µs, the average ACmin at 80 ◦C is only
0.55×, 0.32×, and 0.59× of that at 50 ◦C, for Mfr. S, H, and
M, respectively.
Takeaway 3. RowPress gets significantly worse as temper-
ature increases. This behavior is very different from how
RowHammer bitflips change with temperature (as shown in
two prior works, [1] and [8]).

Fourth, we compare the ACmin values of the single-sided
RowPress pattern involving only a single aggressor row
to the double-sided RowPress pattern where two aggres-
sor rows sandwiching a victim row are activated alternat-
ingly. Figure 4 shows the difference between single- and
double-sided ACmin (i.e., ACmin(single) - ACmin(double))
at 50◦C (first row) and 80◦C (second row).
We observe that as tAggON increases, at both 50 ◦C and

80 ◦C, the ACmin of single-sided RowPress is initially larger
than that of double-sided RowPress. However, as tAggON con-
tinues to increase, the ACmin of single-sided RowPress be-
comes smaller than that of double-sided RowPress (i.e., single-
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Fig. 4: Single-sidedACmin minus double-sidedACmin at 50◦C
(first row) and 80◦C (second row).

sided RowPress becomes more effective at inducing bitflips
because it needs less aggressor row activations).
Takeaway 4. RowPress behaves very differently from
RowHammer as we change the access pattern from single-
sided to double-sided. As tAggON increases beyond a certain
value, RowPress needs fewer aggressor row activations to
induce bitflips with the single-sided pattern compared to the
double-sided pattern.

We do not fully understand the underlying reasons for the
observed phenomena and the low-level failure mechanisms
of RowPress. We call for more future work in this direction
to build a more comprehensive understanding of RowPress
and read disturbance in DRAM in general.

Our ISCA 2023 paper [3] and its extended version [5] pro-
vide more comprehensive real-device characterization results
and more detailed analyses, including the fraction of DRAM
rows vulnerable to RowPress, RowPress bitflips’ sensitivity to
different data patterns, the minimum tAggON to induce at least
one bitflip for a fixed aggressor row activation count, a more
fine-grained temperature study, the effect of increased aggres-
sor row off time (tAggOFF), and the repeatability of RowPress
bitflips.

4. Proof-of-Concept Real System Demonstra-
tion

4.1. Methodology
We demonstrate that an unprivileged user-level program

can induce RowPress bitflips in a real system that uses DDR4
main memory and already has RowHammer protection. The
system we evaluate consists of an Intel Core i5-10400 (Comet
Lake) processor and a DDR4 DRAM module from Mfr. S with
8Gb C-Die DRAM chips. The DRAM chips on this module has
Target Row Refresh (TRR) [9], a widely adopted in-DRAM
RowHammermitigationmechanism [10] employed by DRAM
manufacturers.
4.2. Demonstration Program
Algorithm 1 shows the key part of our RowPress demon-

stration program. The program repeatedly 1) accesses multi-
ple (i.e., NUM_READS) cache blocks in the same aggressor DRAM
row (line 11 and 12) so that the memory controller keeps the
aggressor row open for a longer period of time to better serve
these accesses, and 2) flushes the accessed cache blocks from
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the cache (lines 14-16) so that future accesses will activate
the aggressor row in DRAM. Note that when NUM_READS is
1, the program is identical to a conventional RowHammer
program.
1 // find two neighboring aggressor rows based on physical address mapping
2 AGGRESSOR1, AGGRESSOR2 = find_aggressor_rows(VICTIM);
3 // initialize the aggressor and the victim rows
4 initialize(VICTIM, 0x55555555);
5 initialize(AGGRESSOR1, AGGRESSOR2, 0xAAAAAAAA);
6 // Synchronize with refresh
7 for (iter = 0 ; iter < NUM_ITER ; iter++):
8 for (i = 0 ; i < NUM_AGGR_ACTS ; i++):
9 // access multiple cache blocks in each aggressor row
10 // to keep the aggressor row open longer
11 for (j = 0 ; j < NUM_READS ; j++): ∗AGGRESSOR1[j];
12 for (j = 0 ; j < NUM_READS ; j++): ∗AGGRESSOR2[j];
13 // flush the cache blocks of each aggressor row
14 for (j = 0 ; j < NUM_READS ; j++):
15 clflushopt (AGGRESSOR1[j]);
16 clflushopt (AGGRESSOR2[j]);
17 mfence ();
18 activate_dummy_rows();
19 record_bitflips[VICTIM] = check_bitflips(VICTIM);

Algorithm 1: RowPress demonstration program.

In the extended version of our paper [5], we investigate the
effect of changing the program order of the accesses and cache
flushes to the cache blocks in the aggressor row (lines 11-16 in
Algorithm 2). In Algorithm 2, every access to a cache block in
the aggressor row is immediately followed by a clflushopt
instruction (in program order), unlike in Algorithm 1 where
all the clflushopt instructions are after all the accesses to
the cache blocks in the aggressor row (in program order).
1 // find two neighboring aggressor rows based on physical address mapping
2 AGGRESSOR1, AGGRESSOR2 = find_aggressor_rows(VICTIM);
3 // initialize the aggressor and the victim rows
4 initialize(VICTIM, 0x55555555);
5 initialize(AGGRESSOR1, AGGRESSOR2, 0xAAAAAAAA);
6 // Synchronize with refresh
7 for (iter = 0 ; iter < NUM_ITER ; iter++):
8 for (i = 0 ; i < NUM_AGGR_ACTS ; i++):
9 // access multiple cache blocks in each aggressor row
10 // to keep the aggressor row open longer
11 for (j = 0 ; j < NUM_READS ; j++):
12 ∗AGGRESSOR1[j];
13 clflushopt (AGGRESSOR1[j]);
14 for (j = 0 ; j < NUM_READS ; j++):
15 ∗AGGRESSOR2[j];
16 clflushopt (AGGRESSOR2[j]);
17 mfence ();
18 activate_dummy_rows();
19 record_bitflips[VICTIM] = check_bitflips(VICTIM);

Algorithm 2: RowPress demonstration program with a
different program order of accesses to and flushes of cache
blocks in the aggressor row.

We run both programs on our evaluated real system using
1500 arbitrarily selected victim rows. Figure 5 shows the total
number of bitflips we observe (left) and the number of rows
with bitflips (right) using both Algorithm 1 (light blue bars)
and Algorithm 2 (dark blue bars). The top, middle, and bottom
plots show the numbers of accesses to the aggressor row per
iteration being 4, 3, and 2, respectively (i.e., NUM_AGGR_ACT
= 4,3,2). The x-axis shows the numbers of cache blocks read
for every access to the aggressor row (i.e., NUM_READS). The

leftmost bar in each graph shows the number of conventional
RowHammer-induced bitflips, where we read only a single
cache block per aggressor row activation (i.e., NUM_READS =
1), such that the aggressor row is kept open for a short time.
Remaining bars in each graph show results for RowPress-
induced bitflips (with an increasing number of cache block
reads from left to right, such that the aggressor row is kept
open for an increasing amount of time).
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Fig. 5: Number of RowHammer vs. RowPress bitflips (left)
and number of rows with bitflips (right) we observe after
running our proof of concept test programs with Algorithm
1 (blue bars) and Algorithm 2 (purple bars) with four (top),
three (middle), and two (bottom) activations per aggressor
row per iteration.

We observe that 1) both programs induce bitflips much
more effectively on the evaluated system by leveraging Row-
Press compared to RowHammer, and 2) the access-flush
program order in Algorithm 2 greatly increases the num-
ber of RowPress bitflips compared to Algorithm 1 (by up
to 98.79×). For example, when NUM_AGGR_ACT=2 and 3,
RowHammer (i.e., NUM_READ=1) does not induce any bitflip,
RowPress induces up to 4190 bitflips in 542 DRAM rows when
NUM_READ=32 and NUM_AGGR_ACT=3 (Algorithm 2). When
NUM_AGGR_ACT=4, while RowHammer induces only 4 bitflips
in only 4 DRAM rows, RowPress induces up to 2371 bitflips
in 429 DRAM rows (NUM_READ=32, Algorithm 2).
Takeaway 5. A user-level program is much more effective
at inducing bitflips on a real system by leveraging RowPress
compared to RowHammer.

5. Mitigating RowPress
Our characterization results and proof-of-concept real sys-

tem demonstration suggest that DRAM-based systems need
to take RowPress into account to maintain the fundamen-
tal security/safety/reliability property of memory isolation
and achieve robust operation. Based on our findings, we
discuss and evaluate the implications of RowPress on exist-
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ing read-disturb mitigation mechanisms that consider only
RowHammer. We propose a methodology to adapt RowHam-
mer mitigation techniques to also mitigate RowPress with
low additional performance overhead by both 1) limiting the
maximum row-open time, and 2) configuring the RowHammer
defense to account for the RowPress-induced reduction in
ACmin. By applying this methodology, our adapted mitiga-
tion techniques 1) still mitigate RowHammer because it is
more aggressive at mitigating RowHammer than the original
mitigation, and 2) also mitigate RowPress because the limited
maximum row-open time bounds the reduction in ACmin

that the mitigation technique needs to keep track of.
Using Ramulator [11], a cycle-accurate DRAM simulator,

we experimentally demonstrate that by applying our pro-
posed methodology to two major prior techniques (PARA [1]
and Graphene [12]), we can mitigate both RowHammer and
RowPress with an average (maximum) additional slowdown
of only 3.6% (13.1%) and −0.63% (4.6%), respectively.The
reason for the small negative slowdowns (i.e., speedups) is
that limiting the maximum row open time improve fairness
between cores in a way that increases weighted speedups.
Our ISCA 2023 paper [3] and its extended version [5] 1) pro-
vide a more detailed evaluation and analysis of our proposed
methodology, and 2) examine and discuss three other poten-
tial mitigations techniques for RowPress.

6. Practical Industry Impact
We believe that our results, observations, and takeaways

from our comprehensive real-device characterization, real
system demonstration, and proposed mitigation of RowPress
are critical for the industry to design fundamentally safe, se-
cure, and reliable DRAM-based memory systems. RowPress
opens up new a new attack surface on the memory system
that could compromise the system, posing new challenges
to DRAM manufacturers and system designers. We believe
that existing read disturbance mitigation techniques that only
consider RowHammer need to be adapted to also mitigate
RowPress. System designers need to re-examine adaptive
row buffer management policies in the memory controller to
prevent them from being abused to conduct RowPress attacks.
Future DRAM standards should also formalize and incorpo-
rate a DRAM chip’s vulnerability to RowPress. Our work has
received extensive media coverage [13] and was discussed
heavily among technologists and industry professionals [14].

7. Research Impact
We believe that our paper can inspire and enable re-

searchers across the computing stack. Some example direc-
tions include 1) craft new attacks that leverages RowPress to
break memory isolation, 2) design new mitigation techniques
that better protects DRAM from read disturbance at low cost,
and 3) investigate the silicon-level mechanisms of RowPress
to build a more comprehensive and fundamental understand-
ing of read disturbance phenomenon in DRAM. Our paper
clearly shows that further research is necessary for building

fundamentally safe, secure, and reliable DRAM-based mem-
ory systems. We believe and hope that our novel results,
observations, and takeaways will inspire future research in
both academia and industry for crafting more effective read-
disturb attacks and designing more effective and efficient
mitigation techniques.
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